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Question: 49
The role of the 700wl system in monitored logon is to _______.
A. use information provided by the LDAP or RADIUS server to apply the correct Access Policies
to wireless users
B. submit authentication credentials of wireless clients to authentication servers for processing
C. compare credentials returned by authentication servers with the built-in database
D. listen passively for authentication messages and permit access after the user is authenticated
Answer: D
Question: 50
The single-gateway design for a 700wl system is suitable for smaller networks because it
_______.
A. does not require any configuration of network switches
B. requires fewer 700wl devices than the full-edge solution
C. enables more granular policies than the full-edge solution
D. does not require the use of VLANs and virtualized locations
Answer: B
Question: 51
The full-edge deployment of the 700wl system provides for greater flexibility in policy definition
than the single-gateway solution. This is because _______.
A. multiple 740wl Access Control Servers manage each 720wl
B. each 720wl is connected directly to a 740wl
C. each 720wl downlink port supports a single wireless access point
D. each wireless access point is defined as a virtual location
Answer: C
Question: 52
You are designing a 700wl system for deployment at a landscaping and facility-maintenance firm.
Which circumstance could require the use of virtualized locations?
A. Users associated with the "Designers" Identity Profile must access the 700wl system from
multiple locations.
B. One 720wl downlink port must support the "Maintenance" Connection Profile and the "Design"
Connection Profile.
C. The system must support redundant 740wl Access Control Servers located in different
subnets.
D. Designers must use LDAP authentication, and maintenance personnel must use RADIUS
authentication.
Answer: B
Question: 53
Requiring wireless clients to authenticate to the network reduces the risk that _______.
A. wireless signals will be intercepted
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B. messages will be delivered to the wrong recipient
C. access points will be subjected to denial of service attacks
D. persons who are not entitled will gain access to the network

Answer: D
Question: 54
The 700wl system is more scalable than wireless security solutions that are based on access
points and router ACLs. This is true because the 700wl system _________.
A. enables efficient use of bandwidth by assigning users to APs that are not fully subscribed
B. enables the implementation of network-wide policies from a single location
C. enables users to roam from AP to AP without re-authenticating
D. ensures that users are authenticated before gaining access to the secure network
Answer: B
Question: 55
A 720wl's default downlink IP address is ________.
A. used as the default gateway for all clients
B. used by the 740wl to communicate with the 720wl
C. dictated by the 740wl for all 720wls in a 700wl system
D. the address to which NAT clients' source addresses translated
www.CertWays.com
Answer: C
Question: 56
Under what circumstances does the HP ProCurve Access Control Server 740wl forward user
traffic to the secure network? The 740wl ___________.
A. forwards user traffic during roaming
B. forwards user traffic if an Access Controller fails
C. never forwards user traffic
D. forwards user traffic until the user is authenticated
Answer: C
Question: 57
What are the components of a 700wl Rights Assignment? Select THREE.
A. User Profile
B. Identity Profile
C. Connection Profile
D. Security Policy
E. Group Policy
F. Access Policy
Answer: B, C, F
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